Q&A
VIQC 2022-2023: Slapshot
Welcome to the official VEX IQ Competition Question & Answer system, where all registered teams have the
opportunity to ask for official rules interpretations and clarifications. This Q&A system is the only source for
official VIQC Slapshot rules clarifications, and the clarifications made here from the Game Design Committee
(GDC) are considered as official and binding as the written Game Manual itself.
Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting. This system is only intended for specific VIQC Slapshot
rules questions.
For event, registration, or other competition support questions, please contact your REC Foundation
Manager.
For VEX technical support, contact support@vex.com or sales@vex.com.
For game questions, suggestions, or concerns outside of specific and official rules questions, contact
GDC@vex.com
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Arrows on Purple Dispenser
Field Specifications

Can EP draw arrows on the Purple Dispenser to show the correct direction to turn the purple dispenser?

Answered by committee

Yes, this is fine.

Driver station
Field Specifications

Hi, Just checking on the driver station. Is the driver station on either side of the field along the 8ft and if so do both teams
have to be on the one side or can the teams split to one per side? Or is it exactly as shown in the game manual being
one specific side?

Answered by committee

The Driver Station indicated in Figure 3 of the Slapshot game manual identifies the region where Drivers must
remain during the Match unless legally interacting with the Field. From the Drivers' perspective, the Dispensers
should always be on the left portion of the Field, and the Goal Zones should be to the right.
There are no alternate Driver Station configurations for VIQC Slapshot.

Height of blue dispenser
Field Specifications

My team was wondering what is the height of the blue dispenser. We have yet to receive our game elements and I can't
find it in the field or game manual.
Thanks

Answered by committee

The heights of portions of the blue Dispenser (in both raised & lowered configurations), and measurements for all
other Field Elements, can be found in Appendix A of the Slapshot Game Manual.

Detachment?
G10

Rule <G10> States.... Keep your Robot together. Robots may not intentionally detach parts or leave mechanisms on the
Field during any Match. Parts that become unintentionally detached from the Robot are no longer considered to be part of
the Robot and can be either left on the Field or collected by a Driver (utilizing <G12>).
If a part is still connected via Smart Cable is it considered detached? The part would remain attached to the body via
Smart Cable to the brain. We're looking at options for expansions when in the expansion zone.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. Per rule <G10>, Robots may not intentionally detach parts during a Match. This
includes parts or mechanisms that remain connected to the Robot only by a Smart Cable. Using a Smart Cable as
the means to "tether" a detached component to the Robot is not allowed.

Yellow dispenser sliding fault. <G11> Don’t damage the Field
G11

Hi, We have found that part of the linear slider on the yellow dispenser can still have burrs left over from the
manufacturing process that causes the slider to jam up frequently and pop the arms off the pins and such ends up
breaking <G11> Don’t damage the Field. My question is if we find this fault on the part, are we allowed to clean it up to
work as intended or if at a competition is the event partner allowed to fix this?

![img](https://www.robotevents.com/storage/markdown/uploads/BxyrTWpnrcSki3JuHI0Vt8xSz48yzCzl08foX

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. If you believe the linear slider or any other part of a game element is defective, please
contact VEX Support to have it replaced. Modifying a part should be done only as a last resort.

Disc stuck in dispenser

G12 SC5

Is there a penalty for discs that remain in the robot at the end of the match? I realize students can reset their robot, and
remove the discs but they will no longer be in play. Our shooting mechanism occasionally gets jammed when the discs
are not in the correct shooting position.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! There is no penalty for Discs that remain in a Robot at the end of the Match, provided
the Robot does not damage the Disc(s) as prohibited by rule <S1>. Additionally, Discs must be easy to remove from
Robots after the Match, as described in rule <R15>:
<R15> Let it go after the Match is over. Robots must be designed to permit easy removal of Discs
from the Robot without requiring that the Robot have power or remote control after the Match is over.

Robot accidentally expand during the game
G12 G13 G14

If a robot accidentally expands during the game and does not contact the expansion zone, Does the team trigger
disqualify Immediately? Or can they fold the expansion and place it back to the legal start position and keep on finishing
the game? If it is disqualified, and it happens in the Final do both of the teams get 0 points?

Answered by committee

Rule <G13>, which limits horizontal expansion, doesn't have specific violation notes; therefore, Head Referees
should work through the decision-making process illustrated on page 9 of the Slapshot Game Manual to determine
the appropriate penalty for a Violation.
In most cases, Violations of <G13> will result in a Minor Violation and formal warning. If the Violation is Score
Affecting, includes an <S1> or <G1> Violation, or is a repeated Violation it should be ruled as a Major Violation or
Disqualification. Note that any time a Team is issued a Disqualification in a Finals Match, both Teams in the Alliance
are Disqualified as described in rule <T12>.
An accidental horizontal expansion while not contacting an Expansion Zone would generally qualify as a Robot that
needs help to get "out of trouble" as described in rule <G12>, provided the Team is not strategically exploiting the
rule. A Minor Violation of <G13> should still be issued, even if the early expansion is fixed under rule <G12> before
continuing to play the game.

Placing robot during autonomous period
G5 G12 RSC5

Hello there,
Hope you are doing great!
Is there any specific point to place the robot just before starting the Programming Skills match, or as mentioned criteria at
<G5> is enough?
During autonomous period, can a team member manually place the robot at the specified starting point which is
mentioned above and start another code sequence before the time runs out regarding <RSC5>?

Thank you in advance.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your questions! As long as all of the criteria listed in rule <G5> are met, the Robot can be started in
any position or orientation for any type of Slapshot Match.
As described in rule <RSC5>, a Team can handle, reset, and adjust the Robot as many times as desired during a
Programming Skills Match. The Team may use the same starting position for each reset, or may move the Robot to
any legal starting position. Any Discs being controlled by the Robot while being handled, as well as any Discs in the
new starting position, must be removed from the Field. Teams may continue to run segments of the program while
time remains on the Match clock, but when the clock hits zero, the Match will end as described in rule <SC1c>.

G13 Expansion limit
G13

G13 states:
Horizontal expansion is limited during a Match. Robots may only expand horizontally beyond the 11” x 19”
starting dimension limit if they are contacting the Expansion Zone.
This implies that expansion can be in any horizontal direction, i.e. the 11" or the 19" direction, or both. So assuming the
robot is legally contacting the Expansion Zone it could expand to be 14" x 32".
Can you please clarify whether the robot can expand in both horizontal directions simultaneously as well as individually?

Answered by committee

Horizontal expansion is unlimited while a Robot is contacting an Expansion Zone, and a Robot may expand in
multiple directions simultaneously.

Sizing Inspection
Robot Rules Inspection G13

Hi GDC, Please see the photos. When the robot arm is lifting, at a moment, the horizontal size exceeds the max size. But
G13, R5 have no clear information about checking the expansion size. Our questions are: -- Should the expansion size
be inspected? -- What if the robot won't lift the arm before it contacts the expansion zone or add a structure for limiting
the arm height during a match? Thanks!

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. If the Robot shown in your images were to expand as shown during a Match while not
in contact with an Expansion Zone, it would be in violation of rule <G13>.
The expansion shown would be legal during a Match while the Robot is contacting an Expansion Zone.
As described in rule <R6>, inspectors only need to measure a Robot in its pre-Match setup configuration(s).
Inspectors do not need to check a Robot's size in expanded configurations for VIQC Slapshot.

Robot touching contact zone at end of match when sitting slightly outside of expansion zone?
SC4 G13 G14

<G13>

<G14>
<SC4>
What happens when a robot is accidentally outside of the expansion zone at the end of the match, but has made contact
with a contact zone across the fence?
Crossing the fence accidentally has already been answered (on here) as a minor violation if not score-affecting.
But does contact in a contact zone "affect the score," and thus elevate it to a major violation?
In our case, the student was standing on the opposite side of the field and couldn't see that his tire was slightly outside of
the expansion zone. In fact, it was an Omni wheel, and the wheel was actually over the expansion zone, but just barely
not touching the light gray plastic, because of the curvature of the wheel rubber.
There were two discs inside the relevant zone. The judges said, "That would be +2 points for contact, so it's score
affecting, so it's a Major Violation, which results in disqualification and a score of 0."
But it seems more logical (and charitable) to say, "Since you weren't quite in the expansion zone, accidentally, the +2
points don't count, so this isn't score affecting, so it's a minor violation."
This has happened to three different teams, so far today, in our first regional tournament. In each case, the judges ruled a
major violation and disqualified the teams.
There are several rules that could be clarified here.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. Rule <SC4> specifies that a Robot achieves a Contact Bonus if any part of the Robot is
contacting the Floor inside of a Contact Zone. Because <SC4> doesn’t mention an exception for rule <G14>, this
bonus is earned whether the Robot is or is not in violation of <G13> or <G14>.
If a Robot earns a Contact Bonus while not in contact with an Expansion Zone, it becomes a Score Affecting
violation of rule <G14> (and <G13> if it expands horizontally beyond 11"x19" in the process) if at least one Disc is in
the Goal Zone that corresponds to that Robot’s Contact Zone.
Because there are no specific Violation notes for rules <G13> or <G14>, the flowchart on page 9 of the Slapshot
Game Manual should be used to determine the appropriate violation. In this case, if there is at least one Disc in the
Goal Zone that corresponds to the Robot’s Contact Zone, the Violation is Score Affecting and should result in a
Major Violation and DQ.
Based on the scenarios you’ve described, the Head Referee correctly interpreted these rules and their intent.

Bonus points for partner DQ'ed due to illegal expansion at non-expansion zone
G13 G14 SC4

Does alliance partner get the contact bonus from the other partner during qualifications if the other partner touch down for
contact bonus but didn't expand in the legal expansion zone?
Here is a link to Q & A about some of the confusion but it doesn’t answer everything clearly.
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2022-2023/QA/1306
So from my understanding is if an contact arm is expanded beyond the horizontal size limitation of 11x19 inches and isn’t
touching the expansion zone floor and doesn’t affect the score, then that is a minor violation. Teams will need to pull their
robot off the field, contract the arm and reset robot into the starting position before they can start controlling the robot
again.
However based on the Q&A, if a robot touches a contact zone for additional points but is not touching the expansion zone
floor, that team is automatically DQed for that match since their expansion makes the robot larger than the size limitations
when the robot isn’t touching the expansion zone and the contact arm is game affecting since the contact arm results in

additional points.
During qualifications matches in past years if a team is DQed, the other team still gets the total points from the match and
the team that is DQed gets zero. So for example last season if a team got balls in the high goal but then were DQed,
those balls still counted as points to the other team.
So here is my question, if say a alliance partner touches a contact zone and says gets 20 additional points for contact but
their robot isn’t touching the expansion zone floor, they would get an automatic DQ. Does those 20 points still count
towards the match and the other team?<G13><G13><SC4>

Answered by committee

So here is my question, if an alliance partner touches a contact zone and gets 20 additional points for
contact but their robot isn’t touching the expansion zone floor, they would get an automatic DQ. Do
those 20 points still count towards the match and the other team?
Yes. The non-Disqualified Team will receive the full score for the Qualification Match, including the Disqualified
Team's Contact Bonus, unless that Team has also earned a Disqualification.
Note that in Finals Matches, the Disqualification would extend to the Alliance Partner, and both Teams would receive
a score of 0 for the Match.

Robot Inspectation Clarifications
G13

We are needing clarification on the sizing dimensions. We know it is 11x15x19 and understand the 11 and 19 after our
first competition. The 15 seems a bit trickier. We saw several robots that seem to exceed the 15 inches when unloading
the blue dispenser. Below is a link to the picture of the robot we are currently working on. If we raise the arm to empty the
blue dispensor it would exceed the 15 inches. Is this allowed? We just need some clarity and understanding of the 15
inches please. Thank you!
drive.google.com/file/d/1Hh_-YltJ3ahxlQ3ib85zYcn0y98NTT4W/view?usp=share_link
<G13>

Answered by committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question". Often, you'll find that by quoting the rule, you'll answer your own
question.
The full text of rule <G13> reads as follows, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<G13> Horizontal expansion is limited during a Match. Robots may only expand horizontally beyond
the 11” x 19” starting dimension limit if they are contacting the Expansion Zone.
Note: There are no restrictions on vertical expansion.
The 15" height restriction you are referencing can be found in rule <G5>, which only applies to the beginning of the
Match.

G14 Don't cross the fence line clarification
G14

We have two questions we would like to confirm in regards to crossing the fence line.
1. Robots should not go under the bar/across the line when pushing discs into the score field, correct?
2. If a robot is built in a way that the top portion goes over the fence line but not in a manner to score, just due to it's
structure, is this ok? For example if they have an arm that is used for extension at the end and even when put in
"storage" mode, it sticks out beyond the robot and can cross the bar when close to it but it has no purposeful use
in this manner.

Answered by committee

Please refer to rule <G14>, "Don’t cross the Fence Line until Contact. Robots may only extend over the Fence Line
and “break the plane” of the 3-dimensional area of the 2-Point Goal Zone if they are contacting the Expansion Zone."
Any Robot that crosses the Fence Line while not in contact with an Expansion Zone is in violation of rule <G14>.
Repeated, egregious, or intentional violations, including those described in the two scenarios you presented, may
escalate to a Major Violation and Disqualification at the Head Referee's discretion.

G14, What if the Fence detached from the field?
G14

Don’t cross the Fence Line until Contact. Robots may only extend over the Fence Line and “break the
plane” of the 3-dimensional area of the 2-Point Goal Zone if they are contacting the Expansion Zone.
What if the fence is not attached properly and breaks and the robot accidentally goes under the fence ?
I am referring to this topic on Vex Fourm
www.vexforum.com/t/accidently-crossing-the-wall-or-bar/107937/9

Answered by committee

What if the fence is not attached properly and breaks and the robot accidentally goes under the fence ?
If the Fence or any other Field Element breaks or becomes detached during a Match, the Head Referee must
determine whether or not the damage was caused by a Robot's operation or Team action.
If a Field Element is damaged or detached by a Robot's operation or Team action, the offending Team may be
Disabled or Disqualified as described in rule <S1>.
If a Field Element is detached or moves beyond normal tolerances, and it is not as a result of Robot interactions, it
may warrant a Match Replay as a Score Affecting "Field fault" issue at the Head Referee and Event Partner's
discretion as described in rule <T19a>.

G14 and Definitions are showing different expansion zone
G14

Hi, in the <G14> rule the expansion zone is highlighted in the figure 17 (just 1 square) but in the definition at the figure 5
the expansion zone is shown as 2 squares. Wich one is true?

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! Figure 5, which appears within the Game-Specific Definitions in Section 1 of the Spin
Up Game Manual, correctly displays the areas and size of the Expansion Zones.
Each Expansion Zone includes two partial floor squares located adjacent to a side field wall and between the Fence
and a Purple Dispenser. Figure 17 will be revised to match Figure 5 to eliminate confusion.

Discs going over fence
G16

If a robot shoots discs towards the fence during a teamwork qualification match and one of them goes over the fence,
how is it scored? Is it a disqualification for the team that shot it? If so, how is the other team scored? Rule G16 seems to
apply, but the penalty seems harsh for a disc that takes a bad bounce.
<G16> Discs go under the Fence, not over it. Discs may only be Scored in Goal Zone by passing them underneath the
gray PVC pipe. Robot actions such as “dumping,” “placing,” or “throwing” Discs over the Fence are strictly prohibited, and
will result in a Disqualification

Answered by committee

This question is answered by rule G16, and its subsequently referenced rules / definitions:
<G16> Discs go under the Fence, not over it. Discs may only be Scored in Goal Zone by passing them
underneath the gray PVC pipe. Robot actions such as “dumping,” “placing,” or “throwing” Discs over
the Fence are strictly prohibited, and will result in a Disqualification.
Violation Notes: Since this rule is inherently Score Affecting, all Violations will be considered Major
Violations.
The definition of Major Violation reads as follows:
Major Violation - A Violation which results in a Disqualification.
The definition of Disqualification reads as follows:
Disqualification - A penalty applied to a Team for a rule violation (see <T12> for more details). If a
Team is Disqualified in a Match, the Head Referee will notify the Team of their violation at the end of
the Match. At the Head Referee’s discretion, repeated violations and / or Disqualifications for a single
Team may lead to its Disqualification for the entire event.
T12 reads as follows:
<T12> Disqualifications. A Team that is Disqualified in a Qualification Match receives zero (0) points
for the Match. The other Team on their Alliance will still receive points for the Match.
a. In Finals Matches, Disqualifications apply to the entire Alliance, not just one Team. An Alliance that
is Disqualified in a Finals Match will receive zero (0) points.
If this does not answer your question, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

How immediate is the disqualification for a score affecting violation?
G16

<G16> When a score affecting violation has occurred, a team has shot a disc over the bar, does that team immediately
have to stop motion of their bot and become disabled for the rest of the match, or do they continue on until the final
buzzer since "scoring" technically doesn't happen until time is up and all pieces have come to rest?

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! As described in the definition of Disqualification in Section 1 of the Slapshot Game
Manual, "If a Team is Disqualified in a Match, the Head Referee will notify the Team of their violation at the end of
the Match."
When any Major or Major rule Violation occurs the Head Referee should immediately alert the Team and ask them to
stop the action that is in Violation of a rule. If the Team has Violated rule <S1>, they may be Disabled by the Head
Referee and asked to put their controller down for the remainder of the Match. For all other Violations in VIQC Spin
Up, the Team is permitted to continue driving for the remainder of the Match.

Starting location - can robots extend beyond the wall and field?
G5

In rule G5, there are three criteria given for the starting position.
1. Not contacting any Discs, other Field Elements, or other Robots.
2. Fit within an 11” x 19” x 15” (279mm x 483mm x 381mm) volume, as checked during inspection per R5.
3. Contacting the inner wall of the Field Perimeter that is furthest from the Fence.
However, if a robot is contacting the inner wall and part of the robot extends over the wall and out of the field, is that an
illegal starting position despite meeting all 3 criteria of rule G5?

Answered by committee

In rule G5, there are three criteria given for the starting position.
1. Not contacting any Discs, other Field Elements, or other Robots.
2. Fit within an 11” x 19” x 15” (279mm x 483mm x 381mm) volume, as checked during inspection
per R5.
3. Contacting the inner wall of the Field Perimeter that is furthest from the Fence.
However, if a robot is contacting the inner wall and part of the robot extends over the wall and out of
the field, is that an illegal starting position despite meeting all 3 criteria of rule G5?
Thank you for your question! The starting position you describe (part of the Robot extending over the Field Perimeter
and out of the Field) is legal, providing the Robot meets all conditions of rule <G5> and that the Robot's position will
not cause damage to the Field, Field Elements, other Robots, or participants.

Sizing Box Violations With a Tipped Robot
G5

<G5> Rule g5 says that the robot must "Fit within an 11” x 19” x 15” (279mm x 483mm x 381mm) volume, as checked
during inspection per <R5>." If a robot were to vertically expand, and then tip over, would that be considered a violation
of this rule, or would the robot be allowed to continue operation while in a tipped state, with the sizebox rotated to
acommodate for the new state of the robot?

Answered by committee

Because rules <G5> and <R5> only describe a Robot’s size at the beginning of a VIQC Slapshot Match, they do not
apply to a Robot during the Match, whether that Robot remains upright or tips over.
However, were a Robot to tip over as described (even within the maximum starting size with no vertical expansion),
if its new horizontal measurements were larger than 11” x 19” it would be in violation of rule <G13>. The “sizebox”
does not rotate with the Robot, and the Robot’s actual horizontal measurements must meet the limitations of <G13>
when the Robot isn’t contacting an Expansion Zone.
If the Team stops playing the game (and stops scoring points) when the Robot tips over, they could reset the Robot
as described in rule <G12> and would then only be issued a Minor Violation of rule <G13> for the momentary
violation of horizontal expansion. If the Team continued to play the game and score points while tipped over and in
violation of <G13>, they would be issued a Major Violation and a Disqualification.

Prematch Setup G5: Can a robot touch a sidewall and and the inner wall farthest from the fence?
G5

<G5>
G5.1. States "Not contacting and DIscs, 'other field elements' or other robots. "Field Elements" is defined as All elements
that make up the field, INCLUDING THE FIELD PERIMETER....
G5.3. specifically states the wall farthest from the fence. But doesn't mention any other perimeter wall.
So Would a robot touching the farthest wall AND a side wall be legal?

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! Rule <G5> specifies that at the beginning of a Match the Robot must be touching the
inner wall of the Field Perimeter that is furthest from the Fence; the Robot may also touch the Floor (<G3>).
A Robot may not be in contact with any other Field Element—including the side walls of the Field Perimeter, the top
edge of the Field Perimeter, or the outer wall of the Field Perimeter—at the beginning of a Match.

Starting position clarification please
G5

In rule G5, there are three criteria given for the starting position.
1. Not contacting any Discs, other Field Elements, or other Robots.
2. Fit within an 11” x 19” x 15” (279mm x 483mm x 381mm) volume, as checked during inspection per R5.
3. Contacting the inner wall of the Field Perimeter that is furthest from the Fence.
We have seen two different interpretations of the starting position. At a local Northern CA tournament, the referee stated
that the entire back side needs to touch the furthest inner wall as shown in Figure 14. At the RiverBot Signature event in
Monroe, MI, teams were allowed position the bot diagonally with just one part of the bot touching the furthest inner wall.
Can the start position be at an angle from the furtherest inner wall as long as part of the bot is in contact? Or does the
entire back side need to touching the wall?
Thanks for the clarification. <G5>

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. Rule <G5> does not specify how much of a Robot must be in contact with the inner wall
at the beginning of a Match. A Team may choose to start a Match with an entire side of the Robot in contact with the
inner wall (as shown in Figure 16 of the Slapshot Game Manual), with a single protruding component in contact with
the inner wall (as described by your 'diagonal' scenario), or anything in between.

G6: Single driver; meaning of "after 35 seconds"
G6

<G6> Drivers switch controllers midway through the Match.
a. In a given Match, only two (2) Drivers may be in the Driver Station per Team. No Driver shall operate a
Robot for more than thirty-five seconds (0:35). The two Drivers must switch their controller between thirtyfive seconds (0:35) and twenty-five seconds (0:25) remaining in the Match. The second Driver may not
touch their Team’s controls until the controller is passed to them. Once the controller is passed, the first
Driver may no longer touch their Team’s controls.
b. Drivers are the only Team members that are allowed to be in the Driver Station. No Adults are permitted
in the Driver Station.
Note: If only one Driver is present (i.e., the Team has not exercised the allowance in <G4>), this rule still
applies, and they must cease Robot operation after thirty-five (0:35) seconds.
I can see two possible interpretations of the note at the end of G6:
1. The single driver must cease robot operation after 35 seconds of the match (i.e., they must drive for the first 35
seconds, and stop driving with at least 0:25 left on the clock)
2. The single driver must cease robot operation after 35 seconds of robot operation (i.e., they can drive for any
period of 35 consecutive seconds within the 60-second match)
Which interpretation, if either, is correct?

Answered by committee

I can see two possible interpretations of the note at the end of G6:
1. The single driver must cease robot operation after 35 seconds of the match (i.e., they must
drive for the first 35 seconds, and stop driving with at least 0:25 left on the clock)
2. The single driver must cease robot operation after 35 seconds of robot operation (i.e., they can
drive for any period of 35 consecutive seconds within the 60-second match)
Which interpretation, if either, is correct?
The first interpretation is correct. The single Driver may only drive for the first 35 seconds of the Match and must put
the controller down at or before 0:25 on the match timer. This will be clarified in an upcoming Game Manual update
and corrected in the corresponding questions in both the VEX IQ Head Referee certification course and the Driver
training course.

is changing Gear Ratio (by only changing 1 gear) considered as a Separate Robot?
R1

<R1> we have designed a Robot which can change the Speed by swapping out 1 gear, nothing else, as the high gear
ration gives good speed, and lower gear Ratio is more accurate. if during the competition (event), at start we are using
high gear ration (using a size 5 gear), but feels it is not accurate enough, and change to a lower gear ratio (swap to a size
3 gear piece), does this consider as swapping out the entire subsystem, and as violation of this rule? (R1)

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! No, swapping out a single gear within an existing mechanism is not considered
swapping out Subsystem 1 or 2 as prohibited by rule <R1>.
The only rule that might apply in this case is the requirement that a Robot be reinspected after a significant change.
While we do not consider this a significant change as described in rule <R3a>, we would recommend that the Team
ask to have the Robot reinspected, if possible, just to avoid any question of its continuing legality.

How would referees know?
Robot Rules Inspection R6

<R6><R6> <R6> The Match configuration will be inspected. The Robot must be inspected in a configuration that will be
used for pre-Match setup as described in <G5> and within the maximum allowed starting size.
How would referees know if a robot is expanding beyond the 11"x19"x15" size limit if the robot inspectors do not need to
inspect this? As robots don't always start at the full size capacity, we cannot have referees constantly wondering if a
robot is breaking a rule when they expand. It is not fair to the referees nor the students to always be questioned if their
robot is legal once they are playing the game. Please elaborate on how we are expected to enforce the size limit
considering your answer in the following: www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2022-2023/QA/1260

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! In most cases, Referees can use the VEX IQ field tiles to estimate the size of a Robot
during a Match. If a Head Referee believes that a Robot has expanded beyond 11”x19” in Violation of rule <G13>,
they should measure the Robot in that configuration following the Match. If the robot has expanded beyond the legal
limits, the Team will earn a Minor or Major <G13> Violation based on whether the illegal expansion was Score
Affecting.
If a Team’s Robot has been believed to be out of size by a Head Referee during a previous event, they should
consider asking the Head Referee at later events to measure the Robot in its expanded configuration before their
first Match, just to avoid any question of its legality.

missing items in legal parts list
R7

We found the following VEX IQ parts are missing in the official VEX IQ Competition Legal Parts Appendix, posted at
content.vexrobotics.com/docs/2022-2023/viqc-slapshot/legal-parts.pdf
Omni Wheels (228-2536)
1x1 Left Corner Beam (228-2500-391)
1x1 Right Corner Beam (228-2500-392)
2.5x Pitch Capped Shaft (228-2500-2220)
4.5x Pitch Capped Shaft (228-2500-2224)

Answered by committee

Thank you for pointing out this omission! These parts have been added to the VIQC 2022-2023 Legal Parts list,
which is available now.

Clarification around rule R13 and bending thin plastic sheets
Robot Rules Inspection

Answered in VIQC Manual 2.0 update.
thanks, Marcus and Darius

Answered by committee

Hello Marcus and Darius - thank you for quoting the relevant rule and including a picture of the part usage in
question.
Yes, this is legal, as clarified in the version 2.0 Game Manual update.

Robot Size
Robot Rules Inspection

Can you please confirm that the 11"x19"x15" size is for Width x Length x Height? Is there an updated build for the
measuring tool?

Answered by committee

Can you please confirm that the 11"x19"x15" size is for Width x Length x Height? Is there an updated
build for the measuring tool?
The 15" dimension for Slapshot robots described in <R5> refers to the robot's height from the floor of the field at the
beginning of the match. The 11" and 19" dimensions each describe either the width or the length of the robot
depending on the robot's design (i.e., the "front" of the robot can be on a 11" side or a 19" side).
There is not an updated build for the sizing tool, but there are two suggested ways to adjust the tool for this season:
Drop the bar that measures the robot's height by 1"
Place the the 1" stick (built in step 18 and 19) under the bar to check the robot's height

Legal Parts <R3c>
Robot Rules Inspection

The Link on the Home page for this years game, takes you to last year's legal parts. Is there a current list?
<R3C> c. Only VEX IQ components specifically designed for use in Robot construction are allowed. Using additional
components outside their typical purpose is against the intent of the rule (i.e., please don’t try using VEX IQ apparel,

team or event support materials, packaging, Field Elements, or other non-Robot products on a VEX IQ Competition
Robot).
www.vexrobotics.com/iq/competition/viqc-current-game
content.vexrobotics.com/docs/21-22/pitching-in/LegalParts-Rev14.pdf

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. The VEX IQ Legal Parts Appendix and Illegal Parts Appendix have now been updated
and were posted on October 11, 2022.

Parts / Colors
Robot Rules Inspection

Can we use parts from same of the game pieces from past competitions? In this case they would be the same size /
design as the competition parts, but would be a different color (blue vs gray).

Answered by committee

Can we use parts from same of the game pieces from past competitions? In this case they would be
the same size / design as the competition parts, but would be a different color (blue vs gray).
Many of the parts used to build VIQC field elements are part of the official VEX IQ product line, and are legal for
Robot construction as defined in rule <R7>. Most structural VEX IQ parts (for example, beams) are available in a
wide range of colors, and the color of a specific part does not affect its eligibility for use in robot construction.
As indicated in rule <R7a>, you should consult www.vexiq.com to determine whether a specific part/product is
"official" or not. In most cases, if a part was used in a VIQC game and matches a piece from a VEX IQ kit, it is legal
for use in VIQC Slapshot.

Size Question
Robot Rules Inspection

Can a part slide back to make the robot 19" but later slide forward to 19"? Never at the same time, so the robot is always
within the size limit.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question. Yes; as long as a Robot is always within the 11" x 19" size limit while not in contact with
an Expansion Zone, it is not in Violation any Slapshot Robot size rule.
Remember: as described in rule <R6a>, if there are multiple pre-Match configurations that may be used during an
event, the Robot must be inspected in its largest possible configuration.

Inspection Guidelines
Robot Rules Inspection

**In reference to this question put in by Tony Lam and adding to his ** <R6>When within the maximum allowed starting
size.
When refereeing a competion a couple of weeks ago a robot had a lever arm on a pivot when it was inspected it had the
arm up so it met all of the size requirements. The inspector did not ask them how they used the arm in the competion
when engaging the mechanisms to see that when the arm was pivoted downward or out straight in activating the blue
mechanism it was beyond the 19 inch requirement.
Can this become an inspection question?? To avoid gray area. In this instance the coach tried to argue since it passed
inspection the referee couldn't pull it off the field. It was removed from the field prior to the match but not without
contention.
If it isn't an inspection question then some volunteers not as familar with the game might not think to ask and thus
creating a gray area in inspection and allowing students to think their robots are good and a season long issue for
referees.
Picture for reference-- If this arm was used to release a mechanism it would be violating the rule.
Potential question we think should be added- **How do you use the arm or an expansion on your robot in competition
when engaging the mechanisms? This allows inspectors to see if when engaging a mechanism it would violate the sizing
rule. **
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2022-2023/QA/1260

Answered by committee

As stated in the Q&A Usage Guidelines, the Q&A platform is intended to be a communication channel for questions
such as "is this interpretation of a rule legal", not a discussion forum to post questions such as "I disagree with this
rule, can it be changed". For those comments, please use the official VEX Forum or email GDC@vex.com.

Inspecition Clarification on Expansion Zone
Robot Rules Inspection

<R5>We had this scenario happen at a competition in which we were refereeing in and not partcipating in. A team that
went through inspection and passed because the orientation they presented to inspectors was within the size limits. The
inspectors didn't know to ask how the robot expands during the match, or more specifically what the expansion was being
used to accomplish. I noticed that when they were checking their arm function it appeared outside the legal limit after
asking them what they were going to use the arm for. They replied they would be using it to unload the blue dispenser
causing the robot to not meet the limitation of measurements for inspection.
**The issue however is the following- **
Teams aren't openly disclosing how their robot expands and there is no question on the expansion sheet address how
the robot expands. If your arm (or whatever you are expending) is being used as a multipurpose device then there is a
possibility it can expand beyond the legal limit outside of the expansion zone. When we informed this team that the robot
was clearly larger than 19 inches and would have to be reinspected and would be unable to run in the match the coach
was upset and said it should be allowed as it had already passed inspection. (We know the referee is allowed to overrule
inspection and pull for a re-inspection (R.5. note) However, to avoid this issue further can we help our inspectors out by
adding a question to the inspection sheets about the functionality of the arm??
Inspectors will not know that they should be looking for functionality of the arm and the possibility of teams using it in an
illegal expansion if not addressed in the formal inspection form, and teams may not think to or want to disclose that the
arm is being used in multiple ways and breaking the expansion of 19 inches rule if not directly asked. It also puts the
burden of catching this violation on the referees and can create in a delayed tournament as seen above.
P

Answered by committee

As stated in the Q&A Usage Guidelines, the Q&A platform is intended to be a communication channel for questions
such as "is this interpretation of a rule legal", not a discussion forum to post questions such as "I disagree with this
rule, can it be changed". For those comments, please use the official VEX Forum or email GDC@vex.com.

Clarification of Skills Rules
Robot Skills Challenge

Hello, I recognize the obviousness of this question but want official validation I can clearly point to. For Skills matches,
Though RSC1 states clearly does say "all regular rules apply unless otherwise stated" and there are no rules pertaining
to Driver Skills, I have seen multiple instances of referees not recognizing that Driver Skills requires two drivers that
switch between 35 sec and 25 sec remaining as a normal teamwork match - it is basically a teamwork match played with
only one team. Could you clarify here that this is the case? Thanks.

Answered by committee

Yes; as described in rule <G6>, Drivers must switch controllers midway through the Match, and no Driver shall
operate a Robot for more than thirty-five seconds (0:35). This rule applies to both Teamwork and Driver Skills
Matches.

VIQC HUB scoring - Iphones Not Working!
SC1

Will the VIQC Hub app be updated so that the scoring feature will work on iphones any time soon?

Answered by committee

Will the VIQC Hub app be updated so that the scoring feature will work on iphones any time soon?
Thank you for your question. However, your question has not been approved for public Q&A posting. Please review
the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically note 1, "The Q&A system is for rules clarifications only".
For official VEX product support, including the VIQC Hub app, visit support.vex.com.

Scoring Question
SC1

Good Morning REC,
This question is referring to the scoring chart above SC1.
Question: Whether in autonomous or driver control mode, when disks are removed from the field due to reset of the robot
back to a starting position, do you still get a point for each of those removed disks since they have been "removed from
the dispenser?"

Thanks,
Jared

Answered by committee

Question: Whether in autonomous or driver control mode, when disks are removed from the field, do
you still get a point for each of those disks since they have been "removed from the dispenser?"
Thanks for your question. Provided the Disc was removed from the Dispenser during the Match (e.g., the Disc did
not begin the Match outside the field intentionally or accidentally), the Team / Alliance will receive a point for
removing the Disc from the Dispenser, regardless of where the Disc ends the Match.

End of Match Extension <SC1>
SC1

Hello.
In <SC1>, the game manual states that "All Scoring statuses are evaluated immediately after the Match ends, once all
Discs, Field Elements, and Robots on the Field come to rest."
VIQC Slapshot Q&A 1132 clarifies that discs that come to rest after the buzzer sounds are to be scored according to its
final position.
However, it does not mention anything about extension. If the robot extends just before the match buzzer sounds, but the
extension doesn't reach the zone until after the match buzzer sounds, should the extension be counted?
Because the reaching mechanism is passive, and powered by rubber band potential energy, the team has no control over
the mechanism once it has been released. Therefore, the team must wait for the mechanism to "come to rest", as the
team has no way of stopping the extension mechanism.
Thank you for your time.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! Provided the reaching mechanism is activated by a Driver (Teamwork & Driving Skills
Matches) or code (Programming Skills Matches) before the Match timer reaches 0 the mechanism will be scored
based on where it comes to rest following the end of the Match, as described in rule <SC1> and quoted in your
question.
If the Team or code continues to operate the Robot after the Match timer reaches 0, any post-Match actions will not
be scored, as described in rule <SC1c>; multiple Violations of <SC1c> will become a Major Violation and DQ as
shown in Figure 4 of the Slapshot Game Manual.
Note that the end-of-Match buzzer sound can be out of sync with the Match timer. Referees should determine the
end of a VIQC Match using the Match timer whenever possible.

Pucks in robot during reset?
SC1

i understand the rules to say any pucks removed from original start are counted as long as they are removed from
dispensers. so question, if a puck/s get stuck in robot and kids remove them from robot to reset the robot in starting
position, shouldn't pucks be counted since they were dispensed?

Answered by committee

We believe that this question was previously asked and answered in Q&A 1215. If you believe that response does
not fully address your question, please feel free to rephrase and resubmit.

Purple Dispenser spinning at the End
SC1

<SC1>The Purple Dispenser has the ability to be spun fast enough so that it will keep spinning after a robot has moved
away. We have seen as many as 3 discs be removed from the dispenser after the robot has backed away. If this
happens at the buzzer, and the robot clearly moves away from the dispenser, do the remaining discs that fall to the
ground count even if they fall AFTER the buzzer? I am trying to use SC1, part C for guidance on this. "All scoring
statuses are evaluated immediately after the match ends, once all Discs, Field Elements, and Robots on the field come
to rest." "This rule's intent is for Driver inputs and Robot motion too cease at the end of the match..."
From my interpretation, the discs that fall to the ground, after the robot has moved away (stopped "Driver Input"), WILL
count as scored because the Field Element has stored energy and will come to rest AFTER the buzzer.

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! Provided the Purple Dispenser is spun by a Robot before the Match timer reaches 0
and the interaction ends when the Match reaches 0, Discs that continue to be Dispensed should be scored based on
where they come to rest following the end of the Match, as described in rule <SC1>.
If the Robot continues to interact with the Dispenser after the Match timer reaches 0, any post-Match actions will not
be scored, as described in rule <SC1c>; multiple Violations of <SC1c> will become a Major Violation and DQ as
shown in Figure 4 of the Slapshot Game Manual.

Scoring Disc at the Fence
SC3

<SC3>
At the end of the match, if a disc is at the Fence, but is partially in the playing field and the 2 Point Zone (similar to Disc E
in Figure 11 and 12), would we consider this disc to be worth 2 points by following the similar procedure as Disc E or
would we not score this disc as it has not cleared the Fence completely?

Answered by committee

Thank you for your question! As described in rule <SC2>, any Disc that has "broken the plane" of the 2-Point Goal
Zone and is extending even slightly beyond the black Fence Line should be considered Scored in the 2-Point Goal
Zone.

Disc Removed Definition Clarification
SC5

While running out camp this week, we have seen a few discs not reach the floor when triggered out of the yellow
dispenser. Is this disc considered “Removed”? I know the definition in the game manual states “having moved from its
original position such that it is no longer fully supported by its Dispenser”, but it’s the “(i.e., it’s Dispenser has been
‘triggered’ by a Robot)” that has me thinking it should count as dispensed. It IS filled supported by the dispenser but not in
the original position and the dispenser has been triggered.

Answered by committee

Yes, this Disc should be considered Removed. We will be sure to clarify this intent in a future Game Manual update.

Will there be a recommended starting poisition for the Purple Dispenser ejection arm??

The ejection arm position could impact the speed at which a robot can empty the Purple Dispenser.
For example if the ejection arm is horizontal it takes over one complete rotation of the Octagonal Handle before the
ejection arm contacts a disk; and a further 1.5 rotations to eject the disk.
More detail - in CAD renderings - are being sent to the GDC via email.
Mike Schlagenhauf and John Yamashita Team 20762

Answered by committee

Yes. This will be clarified in the June 28th Game Manual Update.

Will the GDC allow Event Partners to substitute a Steel Shaft for failed plastic shafts in the Purple
Dispenser

The compound gear train in the Purple Dispenser can apply significant torque to the plastic shaft in the gear train;
especially when a disk jams in the dispenser. The likelihood of over-torquing the plastic shaft to failure is high.
Further, team members also have a kid-like desire to fidget spin the Purple Dispenser.
One solution is to replace the failed shaft with a steel shaft. Will the GDC allow the substitution?

Answered by committee

When assembled correctly, no shafts in the purple Dispenser should fail, regardless of how much use it sees. A
recent Game Manual Update included an addition to Appendix A, which explains this situation in further detail:
The arm can jam if either the standoff above the ratchet pawl or the pawls on the end of the arms are
placed incorrectly. Checking your build against steps 30-31 and 36-37 of the VIQC Slapshot Build
Instructions might help identify the problem.
The plastic shaft was designed as an intended failure point to protect other parts of the dispenser that
are not as noticeable. A steel shaft will not fail as intended, and unseen damage can lead to
intermittent issues such as the Dispenser skipping or taking more rotations to dispense.
For this reason, intentionally assembling the purple Dispenser with a metal shaft for the ratchet gear is not an
acceptable solution, as it may cause further unseen damage later on.
If an Event Partner finds themselves in a situation where they are at an event with a failed plastic shaft, and do not
have any other plastic shafts available to replace it with, then a metal shaft would be an acceptable temporary
replacement if and only if care has been taken to ensure that the underlying assembly has been fixed.

Shoot disc after the end buzzer

When the team shoots disc or discs after the end buzzer, and not only landed in scoring positions but it could also be
match affecting even the discs shot after buzzer is removed. Multiple discs could be moved because of it, and it's
impossible for EP to keep track the original positions of the discs at the end game buzzer. What would be the proper call
at this situation?

Answered by committee

Please see rule SC1, quoted here for reference:
<SC1> All Scoring statuses are evaluated immediately after the Match ends, once all Discs, Field
Elements, and Robots on the Field come to rest.
If the shot is taken prior to the end-of-Match buzzer, then it may still be considered "in play". It should be scored
where it eventually comes to rest, as well as any other Discs that are contacted or move as a result of this Disc being
shot.
If the shot is taken after the end-of-Match buzzer, point "c" of SC1 applies:

c. This rule’s intent is for Driver inputs and Robot motion to cease at the end of the Match. A preprogrammed routine which causes Robot motion to continue after the end of the Match would violate
the spirit of this rule.** Any Scoring which takes place after the Match due to Robots continuing to
move will not count.**
The post-Match Disc should not count. Therefore, we would recommend that the Head Referee remove the Disc in
question, so there is no confusion. This is the only Disc that should be removed from the field; all other Discs will still
count for points.

End of game extension

Can something that's tethered to the robot be shot over the fence instead of reaching?

Answered by committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question".
We cannot provide a blanket answer that would address all hypothetical Robot mechanism designs or in-match
uses. If you have a question that corresponds to a specific rule, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit. We
would specifically recommend reviewing rules <G10>, <G13>, <G14>, <G15>, and <G16>.

Emptying Dispenser

Is it ok to empty the dispensers of the discs in whatever manner we wish or do we need to do it as shown in the video i.e.
pushing or lifting? One of my kids figured out another way

Answered by committee

In general, there are no restrictions on how Teams approach the game, unless otherwise noted by a rule. The only
rule regarding how Discs must be Removed from Dispensers is the following Note found in rule G11:
Note: The purple Dispenser is designed to spin counter-clockwise. Intentionally attempting to rotate
the purple Dispenser mechanism in the wrong direction (clockwise) creates a significant risk of Field
Element damage, and is strictly prohibited.

What to do if team is about to break purple dispenser?

Rule S1 is what I would reference here, but I cannot select it as a tag.
S1 Stay safe, don’t damage the Field. If, at any time, the Robot operation or Team actions are deemed unsafe or have
damaged any Field Elements or Discs, the offending Team may be Disabled and / or Disqualified at the Head Referee’s
discretion. The Robot will require re-inspection before it may again take the Field.
We had a student emptying the purple dispenser and one of the discs got caught between the robot and the dispenser.
The arm got jammed and got caught on the disc. The team continued to rotate the wheel and was about to break the

plastic shaft. If a team is about to break the dispenser what should be done to protect the dispenser? We asked the team
to stop but being in the middle of a match the students are distracted by what they are doing and may not always realize
that there is a problem even if warned. As this was a scrimmage, I moved the robot an inch to allow the disc to fall out of
the way.
Are there any actions we can take before the dispenser is broken other than verbal warnings?

Answered by committee

Are there any actions we can take before the dispenser is broken other than verbal warnings?
Verbal warnings are the intended action to take; Head Referees are always advised to caution and guide teams
before a rule Violation occurs. However, if the interaction continues, then rule <S1> does provide the Head Referee
with the ability to Disable a Robot that is in the process of damaging a Field Element, i.e. ask the Team to put down
their controller.
As this was most likely accidental, a Minor Violation / formal warning of rule <G11> may also apply.
As this was a scrimmage, I moved the robot an inch to allow the disc to fall out of the way.
In an official tournament, the recommended solution would be for the Head Referee to advise the Team that they
may retrieve their stuck Robot, via legal <G12> interaction.

Is firing a projectile considered an expansion?

Hi This is related to a prior question. Under rule G13, the manual states that "Note: There are no restrictions on vertical
expansion." Is firing a tethered projectile such as one tied to part number 228-2500-436 (20x Pitch Rope) over the fence
while the robot is in the expansion zone an acceptable expansion?
Thank you

Answered by committee

There are no rules prohibiting this, as long as the Robot is in the Expansion Zone. Therefore, it is legal.

G5 & R6 Robot Dimensions

Regarding the 11x19x15 dimensions...
Can a robot extend beyond those dimensions after the match has begun so long as they began the match within the
dimensions, and in the same configuration that they were inspected?

Answered by committee

Regarding the 11x19x15 dimensions...

Can a robot extend beyond those dimensions after the match has begun so long as they began the
match within the dimensions, and in the same configuration that they were inspected?
Per rule <G13>, Horizontal expansion is limited during a Match. Robots may only expand horizontally beyond the 11”
x 19” starting dimension limit if they are contacting the Expansion Zone.
There are no restrictions on vertical expansion after a Match has started.

